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MADE IN ITALY

FABBRICATO IN ITALIA

REF. BF091

NEW JOLLY

AR134BF074 BF011 AR153BF075 AR29

Universal ironing board heated and aspirating with temperature adjustment by means of thermostat.

IRONING LINE

EN 10.2021

DATA SHEET

POWER 220-240V 50-60Hz

HEATED BOARD POWER 700W

SUCTION POWER 150W

WEIGHT 17 kg

BOARD DIMENSIONS 112x42 cm

GLOBAL DIMENSIONS 139x42xh85 cm

NEW JOLLY is a fantastic ironing board with the hea-
ted surface that allows you to dry your garments with 
a maximum absorption of 700 Watt, furthermore, it 
has inside a suction motor of 150 Watt that will keep 
your garments well laid out on the board thanks to 
the uncluded pedal for activating the suction whe-
never you want. The iron board can be folded so 
you can store it in any room of your house. On our 
website you can find optional sleeve arms and fanta-
stic trolleys for garments. Perfect for tailor shops, dry 
cleaner’s, dressmaking labs and hotels. It is also used 
in houshold thanks to its affordable price.

Mat F/Velvet 700×300 Heated suction bracket Sleeve Arm Faster spray 400mlAspirant Arm Cleanser paste

MORE ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

SPARE PARTS AND SERVICEEFFICIENCY, SAFETY and NOTES

⏳
BIEFFE guarantees the shipping of spare parts, accessories in very short ti-
mes. Our efficient help line is available for service and assistance.

✉ For spare parts and service: info@bieffeitalia.it

➡ Visit our website: www.bieffeitalia.it

✅
RELIABILITY AND SAFETY are guaranteed by a COPPER BOILER. Copper is 
an explosion-proof and antiscale material. The HEATERS are placed externally, 
so they NEVER come into contact with water.

✅
1 KW power creates a steam flow equal to 1,2 kg/h (20 g/min). The efficiency 
of steam is proportional to its flow, not to its pressure. There is no point in 
having high pressure and a low flow.

✅ The whole production is based in Italy, in our plant in Pesaro.

Bieffe is promoter of the initiative PERCHÉ BUTTARE?® (Why throwing away?) that encourages reconditioning as alternative to consumption


